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RESEARCH PROBLEMS 
Problem 69. Posed by A.P. Wojda. 
Correspondent: A. Pawe]: Wojda, 
Institute of Mathematics, 
University of Mining and Metallurgy, 
al. Mickiewicza 30, 
30-059 Krakow, 
Poland. 
Let V (D)  and A(D)  denote the vertex-set and arc-set, respectively, of a 
digraph D. Let D1 and D2 be two digraphs of order n. We say there exists a 
packing of D 1 and D2 if there exists a bijection tr: V(DO--~ V(D2) such that 
(x, y) ~ A(D1)  implies that (tr(x), o-(y)) ~ A(D2). For every n and k, 1 ~< k ~< 
n(n -  1), let f(n, k) denote the minimum number for which there exist digraphs 
D1 and D2, where IA(D01 = k and IA(D2)[ = f(n, k), such that there is no pack- 
ing of D~ and D2. We know that f(n, 1)=n(n-1) ,  f(n, 2)=(~), f(n, 3)= 
n(n -1) - [n /2 J  for n>~7, f (n ,n -1 )=n,  and f (n ,n )=n-1  (see [1]). Is the 
following conjecture true? 
Conjecture. For every m satisfying 2 <~ m <~ n/2, f(n, n - m) = 2n - In/m J . In par- 
ticular, f(n, n - 2) = 2n - [n/2J. 
Some remarks are in order. Let Dt  be a digraph with vertices v l , . . . ,  v,~ and 
n-m arcs, 2<~m<~n/2, such that degDl(Vi)=deg~l(vi)>~ [ (n -m) /mJ  for i=  
1, 2 , . . . ,  m, deg~l(vk) = 1 and deg~(vk) = 0 for k I> m + 1. Let D2 be the digraph 
with n vertices and 2n - In~m] arcs having a vertex w with deg~2(w) = n - 1 and 
deg~,:(w) = n - [n/mJ + 1. Since there is no packing of D1 and D2, the conjecture 
follows ff one can prove that a packing exists for every pair of digraphs F1 and F2 
of order n such that IA(F01 = n - m and IA(F2)I = 2n - [n/mJ - 1. 
Note that f(n, m)= k for every m satisfying f(n, k)<~ m <f (n ,  k - 1). Therefore, 
for given n, all the values of f(n, k), 1<~ k <~ n(n -  1), can be deduced from the 
values of f(n, k) for k ~< n. 
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